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Times (30
min
1

1:30

2

2:30
3

3:30
4
4:30

Monday

Notes

Introduction/Ic Ice Breaker:
e Breakers
Have you
played Magic
before?
Players and
staff will get to
know one
MTG
Staff will go
Overview
over what
makes this
game so
much fun, and
what we will
be doing over
Forming your A play-test
Play Test
team is a
Team
group of
Magic Players
Playing MTG The tradtional
1 on 1
way of playing
Magic:The
Gathering,
one player
versus one
Introduction to Machiavelli
Machiavelli
was the
Playing Hero Hero Realms
Realms
is a trading
card game
with intensive
math and
strategic

Tuesday

Notes

Wednesday

Notes

Ice Breaker

What do you
find
challenging
about Magic?
Why do you
love the
game?
Similar in the
way a Chess
player studies
Chess
Puzzles to get
better, we will
offer a daily
The mana
curve is the
probability and
statistics of
Also called
two headed
giant. This
style of play
pits teams of 2
against one
another, for a
fun,
challenging
and
The wisdom of
Sun Tzu and
his book The
Art of War is

Ice Breaker

Do you feel
Ice Breaker
like you are a
gracious
loser? How do
you take
losing?

Magic Puzzle

The Mana
Curve: What it
Matters
Playing MTG:
2 on 2

Introduction to
Sun Tzu

Magic Puzzle Similar in the
way a Chess
player studies
Chess
Puzzles to get
better, we will
offer a daily
Strategy
One of the
Session: How most tricky
to Mulligan
parts of the
game, when to
Playing MTG: Also called
Free For All
"Kitchen Table
Magic" our
play test
teams will be
playing in a 4
way free-for all

Ettiquite: How
not to be a
"Salty" Magic
Player

Salty is a
gamer term for
being rude or
mean after

Thursday

Notes

What do you
still struggle
with as a
player? How
do you think
you can
improve?
Playing Sushi Sushi Go Roll
Go Roll Party is a fun card
game that
teaches the
"draft"
mechanics
necessary to
play the limted
format of
Magic The
Gathering

Strategy
Session: How
to Draft/Play
Limited Magic
Playing MTG
Mock Draft

Limited Magic
also known as
"drafting" is a
tough
Students will
have their first
Magic draft,
and play the
limited format
of Magic with
their play-test
groups

Friday

Notes

Magic Puzzle Similar in the
way a Chess
player studies
Chess
Puzzles to get
better, we will
offer a daily
Tournament
We will be
Rules and
going over
how to be kind what to expect
in victory and in a
gracious in
tournament of
defeat
Magic The
Gathering.The
Strategy
Tournaments
Session: How can make
to Keep Cool even the pros
in a
nervous. We'll
MTG Sealed Sealed is
Tournament
another limted
format, in
which players
are given 6
booster packs
to build 1 deck
from. Students
will; compete
in a
tournament
with prizes at
the end for the
victors! *Note*

